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SUMMARY 
We develop a generalized Bayesian information criterion for regression model selection. 
The new criterion relaxes the usually strong distributional assumption associated with 
Schwarz's BIC by adopting a Wilcoxon-type dispersion function and appropriately adjusting 
the penalty term. We establish that the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC preserves the 
consistency property of Schwarz's BIC without the need to assume a parametric likelihood. 
We also show that it outperforms Schwarz's BIC with heavier-tailed data in the sense that 
asymptotically it can yield substantially smaller L2 risk. On the other hand, when the data 
are normally distributed, both criteria have similar L2 risk. The new criterion function is 
convex and can be conveniently computed via existing statistical software. Our proposal 
provides a flexible yet highly efficient alternative to Schwarz's BIC; at the same time, it 
broadens the scope of Wilcoxon inference, which has played a fundamental role in classical 
nonparametric analysis. 
Some key words: BIC; Bayesian information criterion; Consistency of model selection; 
Heavier-tailed distribution; L2 risk; Rank; Wilcoxon inference. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been much effort to develop variants of Schwartz's (1978) BIC in order to 
handle increasingly complex data structures. For example, Volinsky & Raftery (2000) 
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adapted BIC to censored survival models; Broman & Speed (2002) developed BIC for the 
problem of identification of quantitative loci in experimental crosses; Konishi et al. (2004) 
extended BIC to choose the smoothing parameter and the number of basis functions in radial 
basis function networks; Siegmund {2004) modified BIC for changepoint-like problems with 
an interesting application in genetic linkage analysis; and M. J. Bayarri and her coauthors in 
their recent on-going work has suggested interesting extensions of BIC in several directions, 
including the case where the model complexity grows with the sample size. 
Given a class of candidate models, BIC favours the model that minimizes 
-2 log L(OID) + p log n, {1) 
where L(OID) is the maximized likelihood function of the given model, D represents the 
data, p is the number of free parameters and n denotes the sample size. In the context 
of linear regression, which is the focus of this paper, BIC often takes the following familiar 
form 
RSS + u2p log n, {2) 
where RSS is the residual sum of squares from the least squares fit, and u2 is an estimator of 
the error variance, which is usually computed from the full model. When computing BIC for 
regression-model selection, most statistical software packages adopt the form (2) because 
it can be obtained directly from standard least-squares regression output. However, the 
derivation of (2) from (1) relies on the assumption of normality. With normal random 
errors, Nishii (1984) established that, under mild regularity conditions, (2) leads to the 
most parsimonious correct model with probability approaching one. This is known as the 
consistency property of BIC. 
Schwartz's BIC requires an unambiguous specification of a parametric distribution. This 
sometimes seriously limits its application. Moreover, when the underlying probability dis-
tribution is misspecified, the above mentioned consistency property is likely to break down. 
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To overcome this drawback, this paper proposes a new regression model selection proce-
dure called the Wilcoxon-type generalized Bayesian information criterion. 
2. WILCOXON-TYPE RANK REGRESSION 
Before we define the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC, we first briefly introduce Wilcoxon 
rank regression. 
Consider a multiple linear regression model Y = aln + X{3 + E, where Y is an n x 1 
vector of responses, a is the intercept, ln is an n x 1 vector of ones, X is an n x p matrix 
of covariates which without loss of generality is assumed to be centred, /3 is a p x I vector 
of unknown parameters, and € is an n x 1 vector of independent, identically distributed 
random errors with probability density function f ( ·). The Wilcoxon rank estimator of /3 
minimizes 
Wn(,8) = \1'12 t { R(~ ~ ?) -~} (Y; - x;,a), (3) 
where XI is the ith row of X, and R(~ - XIf3) denotes the rank of J"i - XI/3 among 
Yi -Xf{3, ... , Yn -X~{3. This estimator, which was proposed by Jaeckel (1972), is asymp-
totically equivalent to the rank estimator of Jureakova (1971). 
The objective function (3) is a nonnegative convex function of /3 and provides a robust 
measure of the dispersion of the residuals. McKean & Schrader (1980) and Hettmansperger 
& McKean (1983) further revealed an intuitive geometric interpretation of (3); the above 
minimization is analogous to the least squares procedure except that the Euclidean norm 
is substituted by a Wilcoxon-type rank norm. Under the assumptions listed in the Ap-
pendix, the Wilcoxon rank estimator is asymptotically normal, robust and highly efficient. 
For a comprehensive presentation of rank-based analysis of linear models, we refer to 
Hettmansperger & McKean (1998). 
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3. WILCOXON-TYPE GENERALIZED BIC 
3· l. Definition 
The problem of variable selection is to identify a subset of the covariates that can 
describe the information in the data adequately. In what follows, we formally define the 
Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC. 
We begin by indexing each candidate model by a p-dimension binary vector v = 
(v1, ... , vp)', where vi is one if Xi belongs to the candidate model and is zero otherwise. The 
total number of ones in vis denoted by d11 , which describes the model complexity. Let X 11 
be then x d11 matrix whose columns correspond to the selected covariates in model v, let 
{311 be the d11-dimensional vector of parameters, and let 8 11 be the corresponding parameter 
space. 
The Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC chooses the model that yields the smallest value of 
(4) 
where /311 minimizes the Wilcoxon-type dispersion function (3) with x; replaced by X~i, 
the ith row of X 11 , and T = {-/12 J f2(u)du}- 1 is a constant related to Wilcoxon analysis. 
Recent developments in software and algorithms for Wilcoxon analysis of regression 
models make the implementation of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC as convenient as 
that of Schwartz's BIC. The key quantities underlying the computation are /311 and an 
estimator of T, which can be obtained by the functions wwest and wilcoxontau in the R 
software developed by Terpstra & McKean (2005). Alternatively, /311 can be calculated by 
applying an iterated reweighted least squares algorithm of Sievers & Abebe (2004), which 
can be easily carried out with major software packages. 
3·2. A heuristic Bayesian derivation 
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In the Bayesian framework, model comparison is based on posterior probabilities. Con-
sider a set of candidate models M1, ••• , Mm. Assume that model Mi, i = 1, ... , m, has a 
prior probability 1r(Mi), and that its parameter /3i has a prior distribution 1r(,BilMi). Then 
the posterior probability of model Mi given data D satisfies 
p(MilD) ex: 1r(Mi)p(DIMi) 
ex 1r(M;) / p(Dl,8;, M;)1r(.8,IM;)d,8;. 
In practice, the candidate models are often assumed to be equally likely, so that 1r(Mi) 
is taken to be constant. As a result, model assessment crucially depends on the integral 
J p(Dl,Bi, Mi)1r(,BilMi)d,Bi, which is often called the integrated or marginal likelihood for 
model Mi. For any two candidate models, the ratio of their corresponding integrated 
likelihoods gives the Bayes factor, a number that evaluates the evidence in favour of one 
model over the other. 
Schwartz's BIC is an approximation to the logarithm of the integrated likelihood, and 
there is a similar heuristic derivation for the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC. We consider 
an artificial likelihood 
(5) 
where Wn(,Bi) is the Wilcoxon dispersion function (3) corresponding to model Mi. The 
main motivation for using (5) as an artificial likelihood is that -Wn(/3i)/T shares some 
essential properties of a parametric loglikelihood. To see this more clearly, note that un-
der the null hypothesis /3i = ,BiO, the test statistic 2{Wn(,Bi0) - Wn(~i)}/T asymptotically 
has a x2 distribution (McKean & Hettmansperger, 1976), as for the likelihood ratio test. 
Moreover, minimizing Wn(f3i) gives the Wilcoxon estimator, which works just like maximiz-
ing a loglikelihood function. The artificial likelihood relaxes the parametric assumption 
of Schwartz's BIC by dropping the need to specify a parametric likelihood function. In 
similar spirit, Pettitt (1982) uses an approximation to the marginal likelihood of ranks in 
Bayesian inference of linear models, Lazar (2003) applied empirical likelihood in Bayesian 
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analysis and Zhan & Hettmansperger (2007) proposed a rank-based pseudo-likelihood in a 
two-sample location problem for Bayesian estimation and testing. 
Next, we drop the subscript i and consider the integrated likelihood corresponding to 
the artificial likelihood, J exp{-Wn(/3)/r }1r(/31M)d/3. We will approximate this integral, 
which is generally intractable, using the Laplace method (Tierney & Kadane, 1986; Raftery, 
1996). The basic idea of Laplace approximation is that, with large sample size, the integral 
is largely determined by the value of the integrand in a region close to '/3, the value of /3 
that maximizes 9n(/3) = -Wn(/3)/r + log {1r(/31M)}. 
For Schwartz's BIC, the Laplace approximation is performed by a second-order Tay-
lor expansion of 9n(/3) around '/3, but the same approach is not directly feasible for the 
Wilcoxon-type BIC because Wn(/3) is not differentiable everywhere. Most of the priors 
used in practice for /3 satisfy log {1r(/31M)} = 0(1), as in the case of the commonly used 
unit information prior (Kass & Wasserman, 1995; Raftery, 1996; Volinsky & Raftery, 2000). 
Thus, for a large sample, we have {3 ~ P, the Wilcoxon estimator. In a small neighbour-
hood around {3, with probability approaching one the Wilcoxon dispersion function Wn(/3) 
can be uniformly approximated by the quadratic function 
Qn(/3) = (2r t 1n(/3 - /3o)'E(/3 - /3o) - ((3 - f3o)' Sn(/30) + Wn(/30), 
where /Jo is the population parameter value of the model under consideration, 
n 
Sn(/3) = y'12 E { (n + 1)-1 R(Jt; - x:/3) - 1/2} xi 
i=l 
and E = limn-+oon-1X'X; see Hettmansperger & McKean {1998, §3·5). 
Replace 9n(f3) by hn(/3) = -Qn(/3)/r+ log{ 1r(/JIM)}. Applying Laplace approximation, 
we obtain 
J exp{ - W n (/3) / T }7r(/31 M)d,B "" exp{hn (,B)} J exp { (/3 - ,B)'h: (,8)(,B - ,8) /2} d,B 
= exp{hn({3)}(21r)d/2IAl-1/2, 
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where A= -h:(/3) and dis the dimension of the model. The above approximation has a 
relative error of order o(l) (Tierney & Kadane, 1986). We immediately obtain 
log [! exp{ -W n (.B) / r }ir(,BI M)d,B] 
= -Wn(/3)/r + log {1r(/31M)} + (d/2) log (21r) - (1/2) log IAI + o(l). 
Simple calculation yields h:(/3) ~ -nr-2E, and therefore IAI ~ ndlr-2EI and the second 
last term of the right-hand side above becomes -(d/2) logn - (1/2) log (lr-2EI). Note that 
-Wn(/3)/r is of order O(n), the next smaller term is -(d/2)logn, all the other terms are of 
order 0(1) or less. If we ignoring terms of smaller order, finding the model that gives the 
highest posterior probability based on the artificial likelihood (5) reduces to minimizing 
the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC defined in ( 4). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES 
4· I. A general consistency property 
Schwarz's BIC is consistent in the sense that it selects the true model with probability 
approaching one if such a true model is in the class of candidate models, but only when the 
likelihood function is correctly specified (Nishii, 1984). The main result of this subsection 
establishes that the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC is consistent without the need to impose 
any parametric distributional assumption. 
Consider a class of finitely many candidate models, each indexed by a p-dimensional 
binary vector v, as discussed in §3·1. Assume that this class contains the true model, which 
is indexed by Vo. If a candidate model nests the true model, it is called a correct model. 
The collection of all correct models is denoted by Mc. Then as the samples size increases 
the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC identifies the most parsimonious model in MC, i.e., the 
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one indexed by v0 , with probability approaching one. Thus under the general regularity 
conditions given in the Appendix, the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC is consistent. 
THEOREM 1. Let the model selected by the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC be indexed by 
v, and assume that the conditions in the Appendix are satisfied. Then pr(v = v0 ) --t 1 as 
n --too. 
The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix. The idea of the proof is similar 
to that of Nishii (1984). When comparing a correct model with an incorrect model, the 
first term of the criterion function (4), which measures the goodness-of-fit of the model, 
asymptotically dominates and the correct model is preferred; when comparing a simpler 
correct model with a more complex correct model, the second term of the criterion func-
tion, i.e, the penalty term, asymptotically dominates and the simpler model is preferred. 
Hence with probability approaching one, the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC favours the 
true model over either an incorrect model or a correct but more complex model. 
Without going into the debate on the fundamental philosophical issues such as the ex-
istence of a true model and the ultimate goal of statistical modelling, one may still want 
to know how the proposed procedure works when the true model is not in the class of 
candidate models. Burnham & Anderson (2002, §6.4.2) pointed out that if this happens 
then Schwarz's BIC is consistent for the so-called quasi-true model, which is the best model 
within the class of candidate models according to a measure based on the Kullback-Leibler 
distance. A similar conclusion also holds for the Wilcoxon-type BIC. A careful examination 
of the proof in the Appendix reveals that, when two incorrect models are compared, the 
first term of ( 4) asymptotically dominates. Thus, with probability approaching one the 
Wilcoxon-type BIC picks the quasi-true model, which is defined as in Burnham & Anderson 
except that we need to use a generalized notion of the Kullback-Leibler distance (Shi & 
Tsai, 1998), which defines the Kullback-Leibler distance between the candidate model v 
and the true model as E0 I Ui - Ui I with Ui = ~ - X~f3v and Eo being the expectation 
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evaluated under the true model. 
4·2. Comparison of the L2 risk 
To further assess the relative goodness of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC and Schwarz's 
BIC, we next compare their performance in terms of their respective L2 risk function. Our 
analysis below suggests that the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC is an attractive alterna-
tive to Schwarz's BIC, especially when the distribution is heavy-tailed or contaminated by 
outliers. 
Write the regression model in §2 as Y = µ + E, whereµ = aln + X/3. For a given 
model selection criterion 6, assume that it selects a candidate model indexed by v. Then 
the corresponding L2 risk is defined as 
Rcs{µ,µ(v)} = n-1E[{µ - µ(v)}'{µ- µ(v)}], 
where µ(v) is an estimator ofµ based on the selected model. Procedures with smaller L2 
risk are to be preferred. 
For ease of exposition, we consider an important special case in which € has a density 
function symmetric about zero. Let Z = (I,X)' and 'Y = (a,{3')', and assume n-1z1z-+ 
A, a positive definite matrix, then the least squares estimator 'YLS satisfies ..jn( 'YLS -
"Y) -+ Np+l (0, cr2 A- 1) in distribution, and the Wilcoxon estimator 'Yw = ( &w, .Bw )' satisfies 
Jn( 'Yw - "Y) -+ Np+l (0, T 2 A-1) in distribution, with .Bw minimizing Wn(/3) and &w = 
median{(ei + ej)/2, i :::; j} being the median of the Walsh averages of the residuals ei = 
~ - X,Bw; see McKean & Hettmansperger (1978). 
It is straightforward to check that the risk function of Schwarz's BIC converges in prob-
ability to (p + 1 )cr2 , and that of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC converges in probability 
to (p + 1 )T2. We define the asymptotic relative efficiency of the Wilcoxon-type generalized 
BIC versus Schwarz's BIC as the ratio of their corresponding asymptotic L2 risk functions, 
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i.e., 
AREw,LS = a2/-r2 = 12u2 {! /2(u)du} 2 • 
Larger values of AREw,Ls indicate higher efficiency. Not surprisingly, this asymptotic rel-
ative efficiency for model selection is the same as the well-known result for comparing the 
Wilcoxon test with the t-test for the one-sample location problem. The value of AREw,Ls 
depends on the underlying error distribution. Its value is generally significantly greater 
than one for heavier-tailed errors. For example, for the double-exponential distribution, 
AREw,LS is 1.5; for the t3 distribution, AREw,Ls is 1.9; and for the normal distribution, 
AREw,LS is 0.955. Hence the superior performance of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC 
for heavier-tailed errors comes with little sacrifice of efficiency under normality. 
Finally, we compare the performance of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC and Schwarz's 
BIC by considering a contaminated normal error distribution, with probability density 
where </>( x) is the standard normal distribution density function, c > 1, and 0 < /J < 1 deter-
mines the amount of contamination. The asymptotic relative efficiencies of the Wilcoxon-
type generalized BIC versus Schwarz's BIC for c = 3 and 6 = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10 and 
0.15 are respectively 0.955, 1.009, 1.108, 1.196, 1.373 and 1.497. The values are the same 
as those in Table 1.7.1 of Hettmansperger & McKean (1998) for comparing the Wilcoxon 
test with the t-test. When the amount of contamination is 10%, AREw,LS is 1.373, and 
when the amount of contamination is 15%, AREw,LS is 1.497. 
5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
To compare the practical effectiveness of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC and Schwarz's 
BIC, we report results from a Monte Carlo study. 
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The data are generated from 
Yt = /3Xi + aEi, i = 1, ... , n, 
where Xi= (xil,···,xi5)', f3 = {1,1,0,0,1)', and the €i are independent and identically 
distributed random errors. For the covariates, Xii = 1, and {xi2, ... , xi5)' follows a mul-
tivariate normal distribution with mean zero and a covariance matrix that has marginal 
variances one and an AR{l) correlation structure with autocorrelation coefficient p = 0.5; 
that is corr{xii, Xik) = 0.sli-kl, for 2 $ j, k $ 5. We set a = 0.5 and 1.5 to adjust the 
signal-to-noise ratio. Three different error distributions are considered: the standard nor-
mal distribution N(0, 1); the t4 distribution standardized to have mean zero and variance 
one; and the contaminated normal distribution with 90% of the data from N(0, 1) and 10% 
from N(0, 25). 
Based on 500 simulation runs, we calculate the proportions of times the true model, 
an underfitted model, missing at least one covariate in the true model, and an overfitted 
model, containing all the covariates in the true model and at least one extra covariate not 
in the true model, are selected, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 1 for 
two different values of a, the three different error distributi?ns and sample size n = 50; the 
pattern of results for n = 100 is very similar and is not reported. 
Put Table 1 about here 
Table 1 suggests that, in terms of the probability of selecting the true model, the 
Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC performs as well as Schwarz's BIC when the random error has 
the normal distribution, it is slightly better than Schwarz's BIC when the error distribution 
is the t4 distribution, and it performs significantly better than Schwarz's BIC when the 
data are contaminated with larger outliers. For the contaminated normal random errors, 
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when a = 1.5, Schwarz's BIC selects the true model only about 44% of the time, whereas 
the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC selects the true model about 77% of the time. 
We next compare these two procedures by computing the mean squared error of the 
selected model in the above setting for two different sample sizes n = 50 and 100. The 
mean squared error is defined as 
where µi is the ith true mean and /3 is the estimated parameter for the selected model. 
The value of MSE is computed and then averaged over 500 simulation runs. Table 2 reports 
the results. 
Put Table 2 about here 
Table 2 shows that MSE decreases as the sample size becomes larger or the signal-
to-noise ratio becomes smaller. For normal distribution, Schwarz's BIC results in smaller 
values of MSE , about 80 - 90% of those of the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC. However, 
for the t4 distribution and the contaminated normal distribution, the Wilcoxon-type gen-
eralized BIC can lead to a much smaller value of MSE. 
6. WINDMILLS DATA 
To illustrate the application and further demonstrate the stability of the Wilcoxon-type 
generalized BIC, we consider the Windmills data from Weisberg (2005, §10.4.1.). We ana-
lyze the data collected in November, 2002 at a test site and four nearby long-term weather 
sites in Northern South Dakota. The response variable is CSpd, the calculated wind speed 
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in metres per second. The values of the response variable and 13 explanatory variables 
were recorded every six hours. There are 114 observations. Such data are important for 
determining the potential energy that can be produced by a wind farm. 
Following Weisberg, we consider six candidate multiple regression models that corre-
spond to different sets of covariates. 
Model 1: this model contains the intercept and Spd1, the wind speed at reference site 
1 in metres per second. 
Model 2: this model is the same as Model 1 but with a separate intercept and slope for 
each of the 16 bins determined by the wind direction at reference site 1. 
Model 3: this model contains the intercept, Spd1, cos(Dir1), sin(Diri) and the inter-
action terms Spdl * cos(Diri) and Spdl * sin(Dir1), where Dirl is the wind direction 0 at 
reference site 1 in degrees. 
Model 4: this model contains the intercept, Spd1 and Spd1Lag1, where Spd1Lag1 is the 
wind speed at reference site 1 six hours previously. 
Model 5: this model contains the intercept, Spd1, Spd2, Spd3 and Spd4 , where Sp~ is 
the wind speed at reference site i, i = 1, ... , 4. 
Model 6: this model contains the intercept, Spd1, Spd2, Spd3 , Spd4 , Spd1 Lag1, Spd1 Lag2, 
Spd1Lag3 and Spd1La~, where Spd1La& is the wind speed at reference site i six hours 
previously, i = 1, ... , 4. 
The results based on Schwarz's BIC and the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC are sum-
marized in the first two columns of Table 3. The two approaches give almost the same 
ordering of the six models. In particular, with both methods they choose the same three 
top models: Model 5 is ranked the best, Model 6 comes the second and Model 1 comes the 
third. 
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Put Table 3 about here 
There is still good reason to prefer the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC. In fact, Schwarz's 
BIC may be unstable under minor disturbance of the data. To see this, we artificially change 
the value of the 25th response variable from 6.3 to 30. This disturbance creates an outlier 
in the right-hand tail. However, this outlier is not extreme as it is within 3 times the 
inter-quartile range of the nearest endpoint of the data: such an outlier is often classified 
as a mild outlier. Under this minor disturbance, the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC ranks 
the six candidate models exactly as before. In contrast, Schwarz's BIC significantly changes 
its preference; it now picks Model 1 as the best model, Model 5 as the second best and 
Model 2 next. The details axe given in Table 3. 
Finally, we provide the least-squares fit and the Wilcoxon fit of Model 5, the best model 
selected by both criteria, in Table 4. The two methods yield very similar results. 
Put Table 4 about here 
7. DISCUSSIONS 
We may also develop a Wilcoxon-type AIC by working with a generalized notion of the 
Kullback-Leibler information. Both AIC and BIC require a search over possibly a large 
number of subsets of covariates. An alternative approach is to associate the Wilcoxon-
type dispersion function with the Lasso penalty (Tibshirani, 1996) or the smoothly clipped 
absolute deviation penalty (Fan & Li, 2001). This would lead to a new procedure that 
selects variables and estimates parameters simultaneously by automatically shrinking small 
coefficients to zero. This dramatically reduces the computational cost and has the potential 
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to deal with the case where the number of covariates goes to infinity (Fan & Peng, 2004). 
These are topics of ongoing research. 
The derivation in §3 suggests that the relative importance of Mi among the set of 
candidate models can be evaluated by exp(-½wBICi/T){I:~1 exp(-½wa1cj/T)}-1 , i = 
1, ... , m, where WBICi denotes the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC criterion function for 
model Mi. Admittedly, the Bayesian argument in this paper is heuristic and the proper-
ties of the resulted model selection procedure are mainly investigated from the frequentist 
perspective. Whether or not the use of the artificial likelihood can lead to valid Bayesian 
inference such as posterior estimation and whether or not it relates to any fully Bayes 
semiparametric approach needs further study. 
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APPENDIX 
Assumptions and proof of Theorem 1 
We need the following assumptions for Theorem 1. 
Assumption Al. For the candidate model indexed by v, limn-co n-1 X~Xv ~ Ev, a 
dv x dv positive definite matrix. 
Assumption A2. Let Hv = Xv(X~Xv)-1 X~ and let H:;ii be the ith diagonal entry of 
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Assumption A3. The class of candidate models contains the true model, which is 
indexed by v0 and the parameter /3:o. For this true model, the random errors € 1 , ••• , En 
are independent and identically distributed with absolutely continuous probability density 
function f(x), which has finite Fisher information, i.e., J {f(x)}-1 J'(x)2dx < oo. 
Assumption A4. Let Gn(/311) = n-2 I:~=l I:;=1 IUi - Ujl, where Ui = ~ - X~i/311, and 
assume that G(/311 ) = limn-ooGn(/311 ) has a unique minimizer /3:. If the candidate model 
indexed by v is an incorrect model, then /3: =f /3110 in the sense that they are not equal 
when both are augmented to the p-dimensional vector of coefficients by filling zeros in the 
positions corresponding to covariates not included in the candidate model. 
The above assumptions are similar to those in Hettmansperger & McKean {1998), 
which guarantee the asymptotic normality of the Wilcoxon rank estimator. For a can-
didate model indexed by v, minimizing the Wilcoxon dispersion function is equivalent 
to minimizing Gn(/311 ) since Wn(/311 ) = J3nGn(f311 )/2 + O(n-1 ). For the true model, 
G(/3110 ) = limn-oon-2 L~1 I:;=l 1€i - €j - (XIIOi - XIIQj)'(/3110 - /3~)1 has a unique min-
imizer /3110 = /3:o because €i - €j has median zero. For an incorrect candidate model, 
when Assumption A4 is satisfied, as in White {1981 ), it can be shown that the Wilcoxon 
estimator is consistent for /3: and asymptotically normal. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof consists of two steps. 
Step 1. Consider any two candidate models, one correct and the other incorrect. Assume 
that the correct model is indexed by v1 and the incorrect model is indexed by v2• We shall 
show that with probability approaching one the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC favours the 
correct model indexed by v1. 
For simplicity, we use WBIC(v) to denote the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC criterion 
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function for a candidate model indexed by v. Consider 
1 1 ,. " dv1 - d112 log n 
-{WBIC(v2) - WBIC(vi)} = -{Wn(,811'2) - Wn(,8v1 )} - 2 , n n n 
where /3v; is the Wilcoxon estimator for the candidate model indexed by vi, i = 1, 2. The 
Wilcoxon dispersion function can be locally approximated by a quadratic function; that is, 
for any constant c > 0, 
(Al) 
as n ~ oo, where 
with Bv = y'12limn-oon-2 I:~1 I:;=l [(Xvi - Xvj)'Xvi JJ'{u + ~(Xvi) - ~(Xvj)}f(u)du] 
and ~(Xvi)= X~0i,8v0 -X~i,8v. The approximation (Al) generalizes (3.5.12) ofHettmansperger 
& McKean (1998) in the spirit of White (1981) to allow for possible model misspecifica-
tion. For the true model, BIIO = T-1 Ev0 and (A2) reduces to (3.5.12) of Hettmansperger & 
McKean (1998). Since f3vi is consistent for /3:i, with probability approaching one, 
1 
-{wa1c(v2) - wa1c(vi)} 
n 
= { ~ (/3.., - p;, )' B.., (/3.., - p;,) - ¾ (/3.., - p;_, )' Sn (P;,) + ¾ Wn (p;,)} 
-H (/3., - {j';,_, )' B., (/3., - P;,) - ¾ (/3., - p;.)' Sn ({j';,_, ) + ¾ Wn ({3;, ) } 
dv1 - d112 log n 
2 n 
(A3) 
In the above expression (/31/i -/3:J B,,,i (,Bvi-{3;) and n-1(/3,,,i -/3:JSn(/3i) are both Ov(n-1 ). 
Thus, asymptotically n-1{wBic(v2)-wa1c(vi)} is dominated by n-1{Wn(/3~)-Wn(f3i
1
) }, 
which converges to v'3{ G(,8~) - G(/3:1 )} /2 > 0 in probability, since v1 indexes a correct 
model. Therefore pr{wBic(v2) - WBIC(vt) > O} ~ 1; that is, the Wilcoxon-type general-
ized BIC prefers the correct model with probability approaching one. 
17 
Step 2. Now consider comparing a model indexed by v1 with another model indexed 
by v2 , both are correct but the one indexed by v1 is simpler. 
Similarly to Step 1, with probability approaching one, we have expression (A3) for 
n-1{wa1c(v2)-WBIC(vi)}. Now (/3vi-/3;J Bvi(/3vi-f3;) and n-1(/3vi-/3;JSn(/3;i) are both 
Op(n-1 ). Furthermore, Wn(f3;J = Wn(/3~) thus cancel each other, because both models 
are correct, and X~1 i/3;1 = X~2i/3~, for all i. Therefore, asymptotically the dominating 
- dv1 - dv-i log n > 0. 
2 n 
Thus with probability approaching one the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC favours the 
simpler correct model indexed by v1. D 
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Table 1: Simulation study. The proportions of times Schwarz's BIC and the Wilcoxon-
type generalized BIC select a true model, an underfitted model and an overfitted model, 
respectively, out of 500 simulation runs for two different values of a and three different 
error distributions. 
Schwarz's BIC Wilcoxon BIC 
Error distribution a true underfitted overfitted true underfitted overfitted 
N(0,1) 0.5 0.89 0.00 0.11 0.90 0.00 0.10 
1.5 0.85 0.05 0.10 0.86 0.06 0.08 
t4 0.5 0.90 0.00 0.10 0.92 0.00 0.08 
1.5 0.85 0.04 0.11 0.91 0.01 0.08 
0.9N(0, 1) 0.5 0.88 0.00 0.12 0.92 0.00 0.08 
+0.lN(0, 25) 1.5 0.44 0.50 0.06 0.77 0.14 0.09 
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Table 2: Simulation study. The mean squared error for the model selected by Schwarz's 
BIC and that selected by the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC, for two different sample sizes, 
two different values of u and three different error distributions. 
n= 50 n= 100 
Error distribution a Schwarz's BIC Wilcoxon BIC Schwarz's BIC Wilcoxon BIC 
N(0,1) 0.5 0.017 0.020 0.009 0.010 
1.5 0.175 0.204 0.077 0.094 
t4 0.5 0.017 0.014 0.008 0.007 
1.5 0.184 0.120 0.071 0.058 
0.9N(0, 1) 0.5 0.066 0.027 0.032 0.014 
+0.lN(0, 25) 1.5 0.903 0.379 0.435 0.138 
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Table 3: Windmills data. Comparison of the six candidate models in terms of Schwarz's 
BIC and the Wilcoxon-type generalized BIC when the data are without/with disturbance. 
Original data Data under disturbance 
Schwarz's BIC Wilcoxon BIC Schwarz's BIC Wilcoxon BIC 
Model 1 167.8 224.2 243.6 255.3 
Model 2 174.1 230.8 251.8 262.1 
Model 3 178.4 238.5 258.4 269.3 
Model 4 172.4 233.5 248.0 264.8 
Model 5 143.3 204.3 247.9 240.5 
Model 6 155.3 211.6 261.1 248.3 
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Table 4: Windmills data. Estimated coefficients and standard errors for Model 5 as ob-
tained by the least-squares method and the Wilcoxon method. 
Least-squares method Wilcoxon method 
Covariate estimate std. error estimate std. error 
intercept 1.83 0.41 1.71 0.45 
Spd1 0.43 0.10 0.41 0.10 
Spd2 0.22 0.10 0.22 0.10 
Spd3 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.12 
Spd4 0.23 0.12 0.25 0.12 
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